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1.- DEFINITIONS
A Standard Instrument Departure Procedure (“SID”) is a published procedure to expedite air traffic control
delivery clearance and to facilitate transition between takeoff and en route operations.
Official FAA definition is as follows: a pre-planned instrument flight rule (IFR) air traffic control (ATC)
departure procedure printed for pilot/controller use in graphic form to provide obstacle clearance and a
transition from the terminal area to the appropriate en route structure. SIDs are primarily designed for
system enhancement to expedite traffic flow and to reduce pilot/controller workload. ATC clearance must
always be received prior to flying a SID.
FAA (not ICAO) encompasses the SID within the broader “Instrument Departure Procedure” (“DP”)
definition: a pre-planned instrument flight rule (IFR) departure procedure published for pilot use, in graphic
or textual format, that provides obstruction clearance from the terminal area to the appropriate en route
structure. There are two types of DP, Obstacle Departure Procedure (ODP), printed either textually or
graphically, and Standard Instrument Departure (SID), which is always printed graphically.
A Standard Terminal Arrival Route (“STAR”) is a published procedure to facilitate transition between en
route and landing operations.
Official FAA definition is as follows: a pre-planned instrument flight rule (IFR) air traffic control arrival
procedure published for pilot use in graphic and/or textual form. STARs provide transition from the en
route structure to an outer fix or an instrument approach fix/arrival waypoint in the terminal area.
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2.- STANDARD INSTRUMENT DEPARTURES (SID)
The national aviation authorities in each Country publish takeoff minimums for each instrument runway
and a reduction of these minimums is not permitted. If these minimums are not published, pilots should
adhere to the appropriate FAA standard minimums or, if authorized, to lower-than-standard minimums.
UVA ASOPs (3.1) state that UVA pilots are permitted to takeoff with lower-than-standard minimums (down
to 1/2SM or 800 m visibility and RVR 1200 ft or 350 m) if no published minimums are available.

2.1 – OBSTACLE DEPARTURE PROCEDURE (ODP)
The term Obstacle Departure Procedure (ODP) is used to define procedures that simply provide obstacle
clearance. ODPs are only used for obstruction clearance and do not include ATC related climb
requirements. In fact, the primary emphasis of ODP design is to use the least onerous route of flight to the
en route structure or at an altitude that allows random (diverse) IFR flight, while attempting to
accommodate typical departure routes.
Usually these ODPs are required when obstructions in the vicinity of the departure end of a runway
penetrate the 40:1 OCS (Obstacle Clearance Surface) ratio which forms the basis for FAA instrument
departure design. These ODPs are usually printed in text form only, but the newly developed RNAV ODPs
are in the graphic form too.
Only one ODP is published for a given runway, it is considered to be the default IFR procedure in absence of
ATC radar vectors or SID assignment. ODPs are “pilot nav” procedure that utilize ground based NAVAIDs
and/or RNAV and/or “dead” reckoning without any use of radar assistance for navigation.

Fig. 1 – Example of a textual only ODP (for KCOS) – not to be used for navigation

In the Fig. 1 example (textual DP for KCOS) the DP is split between south-easterly and north-westerly
runways, giving the initial climb-out instructions (“turn left” and “turn right”; this makes sense to avoid the
terrain -the Front Range- just west of the field), then the routing is common (“all aircraft: climb direct BRK
VORTAC”).
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After reaching BRK, again instructions are differentiated: flights going roughly in the north-westerly through
south-easterly direction (tracks between radial 325 and radial 153 clockwise out of BRK), may proceed on
course, while flights going in the mainly south to northwest (tracks between radial 154 to 324 clockwise out
of BRK) must enter the BRK holding pattern and climb to at least 14000 feet (this to get sufficient terrain
clearance). Note also the “take off minimums” line for Rwy 30.

2.2 – STANDARD INSTRUMENT DEPARTURE (SID)
A Standard Instrument Departure (SID) is a coded departure route, designed to increase capacity of
terminal airspace, reduce the need for communications and lessen the environmental impact through noise
abatement procedures. While obstacle protection is always considered in SID routing, the primary goal is to
reduce ATC/pilot workload while providing seamless transitions to the en route structure.
If a pilot cannot comply with a SID (unable to meet crossing restrictions, for example), or does not have SID
charts or textual descriptions, or if simply does not wish to use standard instrument departures, the
statement “NO SIDs” in the remarks section of the flight plan must be included. Doing so notifies ATC that
they cannot issue you a clearance containing a SID, but instead will clear you via your filed route to the
extent possible, or via a Preferential Departure Route (PDR).
It is however always advisable to file and use a SID to the extent possible, because SID usage decreases
clearance delivery time, greatly simplifies the departure and reduces the flight management load,
especially if the procedure is available in the FMC database.
SIDs are always charted graphically and each chart depicts the departure route, navigational fixes,
transition routes, and required altitudes. The departure description outlines the particular procedure for
each runway.
Charted transition routes allow pilots to transition from the end of the basic SID to a location in the en
route structure. Typically, transition routes fan out in various directions from the end of the basic SID to
allow pilots to choose the transition route that takes them in the direction of intended departure. A
transition route includes a course, a minimum altitude, and distances between fixes on the route. When
filing a SID for a specific transition route, this must be included in the flight plan, using the correct
departure and transition code.
The pilot must receive an ATC clearance for the departure and the associated transition if filed, and the
clearance from ATC will include both the departure name and transition if filed: “UALxxx, cleared to Chicago
O’Hare via Plains Four Departure, McCook Transition” (example of clearance from Denver to Chicago) or
“UALxxx, cleared to Washington Dulles via Bibos Six Foxtrot Departure” (example of clearance from
Frankfurt to Washington).
Responsibility for the safe execution of departure procedures rests on both ATC and the pilot. ATC, in all
forms, is responsible for issuing clearances appropriate to the operations being conducted, assigning
altitudes for IFR flight above the minimum IFR altitudes for a specific area of controlled airspace, ensuring
the pilot has acknowledged the clearance or instructions and the correct read back, specifying the direction
of takeoff or initial heading when necessary, obtaining pilot concurrence that the procedure complies with
local traffic patterns, terrain, and obstruction clearance.
The pilot is responsible for acknowledging receipt and understanding of an ATC clearance, reading back the
clearance, requesting an amendment if the clearance is unacceptable for safety or performance, promptly
complying with ATC requests and advising immediately if unable to comply, flying the departure routing as
published if using a Pilot Navigation (Pilot Nav) SID.
Planning for a departure should include: considering the type of terrain and other obstructions in the
vicinity of the airport, determining if obstacle clearance can be maintained visually, or if a DP must be used,
determining if an ODP or SID is available for the departure airport and choose the most appropriate one,
taking into account safety and performance requirements.
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Note that by simply complying with departure procedures in their entirety as published, obstacle clearance
is guaranteed.
Depending on the type of departure used, responsibility for terrain clearance and traffic separation may be
shared between ATC and the pilot.

SIDs may be classified in two broad types:
-

Pilot Navigation (Pilot Nav) SIDs: designed to allow the pilot to navigate by his/her own, using the
available navigational aids or RNAV. This type of procedure typically contains an initial set of
departure instructions followed by one or more transition routes. A Pilot Nav SID may include an
initial segment requiring radar vectors to help the flight join the procedure, but the majority of the
navigation will remain the pilot’s responsibility.
These are the most common type of SIDs, because of the minimal workload for ATC. RNAV SIDs (see
below) are one type of Pilot Nav SIDs.

-

Vector SIDs: designed for ATC to provide radar vectors from just after takeoff (rate of climb is
based on a climb to 400 feet above the Departure End of the Runway –DER- elevation before
making any turn) until reaching the assigned route or a fix depicted on the SID chart. Some textual
ODPs originate in uncontrolled airspace, while the SID begins in controlled airspace. Vector SIDs do
not include departure routes or transition routes because independent pilot navigation is not
required. The procedure has an initial set of departure instructions that typically include an initial
heading and altitude. ATC must have radar contact with the aircraft to be able to provide vectors
and expects the pilot to immediately comply with radar vectors and notification if the pilot are
unable to fulfill their request. It is important to review vector SID charts prior to use because this
type of procedure often includes nonstandard lost communication procedures.

RNAV SIDs (Area Navigation), which are being now largely used throughout the world, provide pilot
navigation departure procedures entirely based on Area Navigation equipment.
If the Area Navigation equipment is not available or the FMC does not contain the RNAV SID, a RNAV SID
cannot be used and an alternative departure procedure must be selected. Many Pilot Nav SID have a so
called “RNAV Overlay”, so that in case RNAV is not available, the “standard pilot nav” SID may be selected
in lieu of it.
There are two types of RNAV SIDs and graphic ODPs:
-

Type A (or RNAV2), which requires a navigational accuracy of ±2NM for 95 percent of the total
flight time, usually starts with an heading or vector from the DER to a RNAV fix around 15 NM from
the airport; this type of RNAV departure requires a navigational accuracy currently guaranteed by
GPS, DME/DME or DME/DME/IRU (Inertial Reference Unit) capable of the above stated
performance; these procedures require that the pilot is able to engage RNAV equipment no later
than 2000 feet AFE and it is recommended that a CDI (Course Deviation Indicator) or flight director
and/or autopilot in lateral navigation mode is used..

-

Type B (or RNAV1) , which requires a navigational accuracy of ±1NM for 95 percent of the total
flight time, usually starts with a RNAV leg close to the DER; this type of RNAV departure requires a
navigational accuracy currently guaranteed by GPS or DME/DME/IRU (Inertial Reference Unit)
capable of the above stated performance; these procedures require that the pilot is able to engage
RNAV equipment no later than 500 feet AFE and that a CDI (Course Deviation Indicator) or flight
director and/or autopilot in lateral navigation mode is used.
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For procedures requiring GPS and/or aircraft approvals requiring GPS, if the navigation system does not
automatically alert the flight crew of a loss of GPS, aircraft operators must develop procedures to verify
correct GPS operation. If not equipped with GPS, or for multi-sensor systems with GPS that do not alert
upon loss of GPS, aircraft must be capable of navigation system updating using DME/DME or
DME/DME/IRU for type A and B procedures.

Important note: Pilots of FMS-equipped aircraft, who are assigned an RNAV DP procedure and
subsequently receive a change of runway, transition, or procedure, must verify that the
appropriate changes are loaded and available for navigation.

Fig. 2 – Example of vector SID (O’Hare Four from KORD)

In the Fig. 2 example of a vector SID, it may be noted that all required navigational information are
available (VORs, intersections – such as PETTY – and RNAV waypoints, such as EBAKE), but the pilot will
receive radar vectors to the appropriate fix. Note the crossing restrictions at 5 and 8 NM from ORD
VOR/DME.
As stated on the chart, the narrative is on the following page. Other charts suppliers (e.g. Jeppesen) will
usually try to put the narrative on the same page of the graphic depiction (see Fig..
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Fig. 3 – Example of a Pilot Nav SID (Rockies Seven from KDEN)

Fig. 4 – Narrative of a SID (Rockies Seven from KDEN)
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In the Fig. 3 and 4 example is depicted a typical Pilot Nav SID. It may be noted that all the fixes are
completely defined by the ground-based navigational aids (e.g.: CONNR intersection is 59 NM east on the
DBL VOR/DME 062 radial and 47 NM west on the DEN VOR/DME radial; BOBBA is 75 NM west on the DEN
240 radial at the intersection of the RLG 148 radial). Also, a note clearly indicates that Radar is required,
because –as it may be seen in the Fig. 4 – this SID requires a Radar vector to join the initial route (“fly
assigned heading for radar vectors to assigned transition”).
The transitions are not immediately clear in this type of graphic depiction, the Jeppesen charts indicate the
transitions more clearly, but are completely described in the narrative.
The lost communications note details the actions to be taken in case of losing comm with ATC.

Fig. 5 and 6 – Example of RNAV SID (Cowby Two from KLAS)
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The Fig. 5 and 6 example shows a typical RNAV SID. It is immediately clear that no detailed information are
given about the navigational fixes or aids (no frequencies for VORs, no geographical coordinates for fixes)
because this SID must be flown only if it is available in the aircraft FMS. This is a RNAV 1 (the most accurate)
procedure, as stated in the notes. The RNAV fixes (BAKRR or MEDUW) are depicted as “fly-by waypoint”
(BAKRR, a four pointed star), which means that the turn into the new track must be made before actually
reaching the fix and as “fly-over waypoint” (MEDUW, a four pointed star enclosed within a circle), which
means that the turn into the new track must be must after actually flying-over the fix. Most of fixes in this
procedure are “fly-by”, which provide for smoother interceptions. It may also be noted that there are
several altitude restriction, either below (e.g. ROPPR, at or below 7000 ft) or above (e.g. CEASR, at or above
8000 ft).
The narrative explains in detail the routing from takeoff to the transition.

Fig. 7A – Jeppesen SID header
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Fig. 7B – Typical Jeppesen chart of a RNAV SID (Cowby Two from KLAS)
Fig. 7 A and B depicts the graphical appearance of the same RNAV SID from Las Vegas as printed by
Jeppesen. It may be noted that Jeppesen indicates the distance between waypoints (up to 100 NM) with a
decimal digit too and always shows the name of the transitions.
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3.- HOW TO FLY A SID
Flying a SID means first of all understanding the routing and restrictions and become familiar with it. A
correctly programmed FMC will definitely help, either hand-flying the route or letting the autopilot take
care of it.
The most demanding SIDs are the Pilot Nav (in a vector SID, the pilot has to follow and adhere to ATC
instructions).
Let’s imagine that we are cleared from Denver via the Rockies 7 SID, Dove Creek Transition (this will show
as “ROCKI7.DVC” in our flight plan), departing from Runway 25. Fig. 3 and 4 will help us in flying it. Our
initial cleared altitude will be 10000 ft and Tower will clear us to maintain runway heading after takeoff. As
soon as we are airborne, we’ll be instructed to contact Departure Control who – as soon as we are radar
identified - will give us a suitable heading (say a left turn to 210 degrees) to intercept the radial 240 out of
the DEN VOR and further climb. We may use our FMS and follow the progress towards the magenta line
from DEN to BAYLR (the first fix in our SID), but we should also tune and identify DEN VOR and set the OBS
to 240 as a cross check of our navigation accuracy. We may engage the autopilot in HDG SEL (with the ATC
vector heading dialed in) and VNAV modes.
As we close towards the radial 240 out of DEN, we may either turn right to join the radial with the HDG SEL
mode or engage LNAV, in either case the autopilot will turn to join the radial. We might also use the VOR
mode too. In the meanwhile Departure will have transferred us to Center and we should have got further
climb instructions. BAYLR is identified as the point 47 NM west-south-west on the DEN R-240. After BAYLR,
the route continues on the radial 240 towards BOBBA, the intersection of DEN R-240 and RLG R-148 (we
should tune and identify RLG and dial 148 on the OBS on NAV2; the FMS should show on the ND the two
radials intersection at BOBBA). Reaching BOBBA, we should get both the two VORs radials centered and the
DEN distance reading 75 NM. Next fix is TEHRU, 102 NM from DEN on R-240 and the intersection of MTJ R039 outbound (which is the VOR we should tune and identify, because it will provide navigation info for the
next leg) and of DBL R-134. At TEHRU, our primary navigation aid will switch to MTJ and we will follow the
R-039 inbound (to get “instinctive” deviations on the CDI, it’s better to dial 219 in the OBS, will get a “TO”
indication and any deviation will be in the “correct” sense). After MTJ, the SID calls for a very slight left turn
to intercept and follow DVC R-035. When over DVC, our SID ends and the enroute part of the flight takes
over.
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4.- STANDARD TERMINAL ARRIVAL ROUTES (STAR)
The Standard Terminal Arrival Routes (STAR) are used to facilitate the transition from the en route part of
the flight to the approach, reducing the need for lengthy communications and easing the workload on both
the pilot and ATC. STARS are always both graphic and textual.
There are two types of STAR procedures:
-

STAR based on ground navigational aids: all the navigation is done with reference to fixes defined
by VORs or VOR/DMEs.

-

RNAV STAR: navigation is done with reference to RNAV fixes. As in the case of the RNAV SIDs, the
procedure must be available in the aircraft’s FMS. Similarly to SIDs, RNAV STARs maybe of RNAV1
or RNAV2 type, with different navigational accuracy.

STARs may be filed in the flight plan or accepted by the pilot within an ATC clearance. As with the SIDs, it is
of paramount importance that the STAR is reviewed and found acceptable before accepting it.
STARs may serve several airports in an area, in this case all the airports will be depicted in the graphic
representation and the appropriate Approach Control and ATIS frequencies are listed.
It is important to note that MEAs printed on STARs are not valid unless a specific clearance has been
received by ATC or in case of loss of communications.
If a STAR ends with vectors to the IAF, it is mandatory to look for routes to the IAF or an alternative plan of
action to reach the IAF in case of a communication failure.
When setting up the approach procedure in the FMS, it is important to carefully select the appropriate one,
because there might be several options with respect to STAR transitions and approach procedures for the
same runway.
ATC may give different instructions when flying a STAR:
-

-

-

“UALxxx, cleared via the XXX arrival” : this means that the flight is cleared to follow the depicted
route as published in the cleared STAR (lateral routing only), but altitude clearance will be given by
ATC;
“UALxxx, descend via the XXX arrival” : this means that the flight is cleared to follow the depicted
route as published in the cleared STAR and must adhere to the altitude and airspeed restrictions as
published (lateral and vertical routing). The vertical profile is at pilot’s discretion, provided that the
restrictions are adhered to;
“UALxxx, cross XXX at xxxx feet, maintain xxx feet” : this means that the flight is cleared to leave the
current altitude (or FL) and descend (at pilot’s discretion) to be level at the cleared altitude by the
cleared fix;
“UALxxx, cleared via the XXX arrival, descend and maintain xxxx feet” : this means that the flight is
cleared to fly the STAR as published and to descent and maintain the cleared altitude, which may
be different from the restrictions depicted in the chart;
“UALxxx, descend via the XXX arrival, except cross xxx fix at xxxx feet, then maintain xxxx feet” : this
means that the flight is cleared to follow both the lateral and vertical routing of the STAR, with the
exception of a different crossing restriction at the xxx fix.
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The vertical profile in a STAR may show either “hard restrictions” (“Cross xxx fix at xxxx feet”) or
“conditional or planning restrictions” (“Expect to cross xxx fix at xxxx feet”): in both cases a correct planning
is required. In case of “conditional restrictions” it’s a good course of action to plan to adhere to this
restriction (unless ATC clears in a different way), in order to be prepared to accept it if and when ATC
requests it.

Fig. 8 – A typical Pilot Nav STAR (Sayge Six into Denver Area)
Fig. 8 and 9 depict a typical Pilot Nav STAR, the Sayge Six into Denver Area.
This STAR serves several airports (Denver Intl, Buckley AFB, Centennial, Rocky Mountain Metro, Fort Collins
and Greeley), the Approach Control which serves the area is Denver App (listed in the frequencies panel),
and the available ATIS for the other airports are listed too. The narrative is on the page following the
graphic depiction. It may be noted that there are several holdings available along the route. A planning
restriction is at SAYGE. All fixes are defined by ground based navigational aids.
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Fig. 9 – Textual description of a Pilot Nav STAR (Sayge Six into Denver area)
The narrative describes the transitions and notes to “expect radar vectors to the final approach course at or
before FQF VORTAC”. This means that further navigation will be provided by ATC. It’s important to note
that pilots must have a course of action ready in case of communication failure to reach the IAF for the
approach procedure.

Fig. 10 – Typical RNAV STAR (Royko Three into Chicago O’Hare)
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Fig. 10 depicts a typical RNAV STAR (Royko Three into Chicago O’Hare). This STAR, which is a RNAV1, serves
one airport only (O’Hare), hence just the Approach and ORD ATIS frequencies are listed. There is one
holding pattern in the common routing (at VEECK) and one each for the two transitions (FRIDG and CARVR),
and additional patterns outside the routing.
The narrative is on the same page in this case and again radar vectors for final approach are to be expected.
The Jeppesen charts have few differences, the same noted in the SIDs.

Fig. 11 – Typical Pilot Nav STAR in the Jeppesen format

It may be noted that in the case of Denver, Jeppesen puts together the so called “northeast gate” arrivals,
LANDR and SAYGE. It may be noted in the RNAV STAR that the two “off course” holdings are more clearly
defined in the Jeppesen charts (radials from FWA).
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Fig. 12- Typical RNAV STAR in the Jeppesen format
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5. – HOW TO FLY A STAR
Flying a STAR means to understand it beforehand.
The most demanding is, as usual, the Pilot Nav procedure. We’ll imagine flying the Sayge Six RNAV STAR
into KDEN, with a North Platte (LBF) transition.
The one important “planning restriction” is SAYGE, at FL190 and 250 kts. We should plan to adhere to it,
unless ATC gives a different clearance. So, the good course of action is to plan our descent accordingly,
either using the FMS (very simple: put a FL190/250 restriction in the LEGS page, it will automatically
calculate the appropriate TOD) or the old “manual” rule. It must be noted however that any descent
clearance issued by ATC will supersede any charted restriction.
We may be cleared for the STAR in the following ways:
-

UALxxx, cleared to Denver via the Sayge Six arrival”: this means that we must following the routing
of the STAR (lateral routing only), but altitude clearance will be given by ATC. In this case, ATC
would probably add “expect to cross SAYGE at FL190 and 250 kts” and then give further descent
instructions;

Or:
-

“UALxxx, descend via the Sayge Six arrival”: this means that we are cleared to fly the route as
published, crossing restrictions must be adhered to (lateral and vertical routing). The vertical profile
is at pilot’s discretion, provided that the restrictions are adhered to;

Or:
-

“UALxxx, cross SAYGE at FL190, maintain FL190” : this means that we are cleared to leave the
current altitude and descend (at pilot’s discretion) to be level FL190 over SAYGE. In this case, no
speed restrictions (unless, of course if cleared below 10000 ft). ATC could also have given a
different clearance, say “cross AMWAY at FL210”;

Or:
-

“UALxxx, cleared to Denver via the Sayge Six arrival, descend and maintain 17000 feet” : this means
that we are cleared to fly the STAR as published and to descent and maintain the cleared altitude,
without any need to comply with the SAYGE restriction;

Or:
-

“UALxxx, descend via the Sayge Six arrival, except cross SAYGE at 17000 feet, then maintain 15000
feet” : this means that we are cleared to follow both the lateral and vertical routing of the STAR,
with the exception of a different crossing restriction at SAYGE and a continuation of the descent
after SAYGE to 15000 feet.
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To follow the lateral routing using the VORs, we must tune and identify LBF and FQF VORs, put LBF radial
247 in the OBS to fly the transition (KATLN is 30 NM west south west of LBF) and FQF radial 218 in the OBS
to identify correctly AMWAY (which is the intersection of the LBF R-247 and FQF R-218) and to fly the STAR
out of AMWAY. After crossing AMWAY and turning left to track the FQF R-218 inbound (we should get a TO
indication), we should tune AKO VOR to identify both SYLVR and SAYGE intersections and, after SAYGE, first
GLL then DVV to identify WITNE and ACTOR fixes. Using a correctly programmed FMS will of course help us
to fly the STAR and keep a good positional awareness.
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